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How to find Gold in Australia using a metal detector with geological maps and geologist's
reports. How to read and understand geology maps. Showing photographs of gold nuggets and
gold sites, camping sites

This is one book that should be on everyone's Christmas list, should stand on every library shelf,
be in every school, college, university, and should be in every home so that every man, woman
and child can learn the truth.'Climate Change and Global Warming... Exposed by Andrew
Johnson'; to me as i read the last chapter it was very clear to me that there is a group of people
who hold some type of technology that is being used to change and alter the very atmosphere in
our sky that we rely and depend on every day. I found the book to be a most interesting and
intriguing read and feel Andrew covered each subject matter with just enough information to
keep any such new readers to the subject matters he covers in his book highly engaged and he
does not bogg down the reader with realms of data, historical papers etc. Andrew Johnson,
provides the reader with bare facts and factual information and keeps the reader, interested and
intrigued and provides them with an encouraged desire to want to research further for
themselves.... DTI've read the E-book and it brings together many subjects I've looked at over
the years in a very approachable way to anyone new to this subject and gives the skeptic and
serious researcher all the sources to start their deep dive. My take is essentially what you've
demonstrated i.e. Dr Wood has proven we have a new energy that was used in a destructive way
on 911, with probable, if not certain weather control aspects, as was demonstrated with the
conspicuous presence of hurricane Erin sitting right off the coast of Manhattan (This one fact
alone should have you reaching for this seminal book). This much is without dispute. AGW is just
another tool to allow global control both financially and emotionally. Those that you've
highlighted who attempt to be independent in their research are either 'turned' or silenced.
HAARP, we just don't know what its being used for but I also agree its not going to be for our
benefit. Same for contrails as I don't prescribe to their being a harmful chemical element (until
evidence is presented).So who has the limitless funds and global control to instigate all these
nefarious strands of human misery and manipulation and to what end? I think we all know but
dare not speak their name?I've recommended your work and this specific book now, to all those
I come in contact with as a source of fact based evidence and integrity.... JDCO2 levels in the
atmosphere have been much higher in epochs before humans existed on earth, yet the
influence of carbon-based industry on the climate is "proven" to be critical. How true is this?
Genuine whistle blowers such as Andrew Johnson have chosen the unique (but surely obvious)
path of gathering empirical evidence to disclose terrestrial anomalies and expose unsolved
global crimes, such as 9/11 when a weather system appeared to come under artificial control.



While it is true that human beings are damaging biomes and ecosystems with careless and
inappropriate development, it is also true that global climate change, including warming, have
more complex and varied causes than solely anthropogenic ones, and data are proven to be
manipulated by the academy ("climategate"), who also wish to conceal free, inexhaustible
energy applications. The rich man picks our pockets and murders us, and the conspiracy
entertainment industry takes us down the bunny hole to have tea with the mad hatter, but a few
serious and dedicated researchers put their lives on the line daily to uncover the truth about our
world. This text is highly recommended for any serious and unbiased seeker of facts.... Michael
James Rapson--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Copyright © 2012 Pete Rumball Table of ContentProspecting For Gold in AustraliaWhy
Use Geological MapsHow Geological Maps HelpReading the Geological MapGlobal Positioning
SystemMy First Gold "Patch"Rusty's Gold Patch at Snake HillGeologist's ReportsAustralia's
Gold is Waiting for You Prospecting For Gold in AustraliaImagine that you're walking along a
bush road on a windy day when you spot a $100 note tumbling toward you. Stamping a foot on it
and picking it up, your heart gives a couple of quickened beats as you stuff it in your
pocket.Would you reckon that's anything like finding a nugget of gold? No way!Well, how about
going Bass fishing in the top of the Little Noosa River in Queensland, Australia, and it's just
about sunset when you cast out your trusty old Floppy. You give it a couple of tweaks, wait, then
start to retrieve it...SPLASH..there's an almighty explosion of water, and your carbon fibre rod
dips toward the water, your heart jumps into your mouth, bloody hell!...It's a big-un!Is that
anything like finding a gold nugget? Getting Close!There's really no words that can describe
the excitement that shakes your whole body when your headphones give you that sweet
sounding "Zazziip" as your search coil passes over a target. Sometimes you can tell that it is
gold, but sometimes a lead bullet can imitate a gold nugget.Technology has put some powerful
tools in prospector hands, and Australia leads the world with this technology. Our country is so
rich in iron stone that it calls for some fancy electronic engineering to keep the interference that it
causes, out of our ears, and in this respect Minelab excels.Minelab manufactures a wide range
of Metal Detectors, from the smaller Coin and Relic Hunting Detector to the top of the range
Gold Detector which is exported to many countries world-wide.Gold has, or is being mined in
every Australian State, and there are still plenty of areas where the amateur prospector can
work, sometimes with amazing finds such as this 20Kg lump found in West Australia in 2010. I
have seen some great finds by beginners who had never prospected before, and had hired a
Detector, received some basic instruction, then gone out and found a nugget weighing several
ounces.Gold can be as old as 540 million years, that's pre-Cambrian, and there's still enough
out there in the Australian bush to make life interesting for the prospector using a metal
detector.If all the gold that has ever been mined globally was melted down and cast into one
lump, that lump would measure 20 metres cubed, weighing 165,000 metric tonnes, and at a
price of $1600 per Troy Ounce it would be worth $8,487,797,102,400.More than half of that gold
was mined in the last fifty years, and if the entire global population of 7,000,000,000 got an equal
share, each one of us would be wearing five gold rings.2.500 metric tonnes are mined each
year, making a lump five metres cubed, and about 52% is used for jewellery, India being the
greatest user, 746 metric tonnes, China 428, and the USA 128.One cubic centimetre of water
weighs one gram, and one cubic centimetre of gold weighs 19.4 gram, and 1 Troy ounce equals
31.103 gram.Click the Image for More Why Use Geological MapsOver the many years of
prospecting for gold in every state in Australia, I collected hundreds of Geological maps, and
thousands of Geologists reports.
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